Often the world is structured such that distinct sensory contexts signify the same abstract rule set. Learning from feedback thus informs us not only about the value of stimulus-action associations but also about which rule set applies. Hierarchical clustering models suggest that learners discover structure in the environment, clustering distinct sensory events into a single latent rule set. Such structure enables a learner to transfer any newly acquired information to other contexts linked to the same rule set, and facilitates re-use of learned knowledge in novel contexts. Here, we show that humans exhibit this transfer, generalization and clustering during learning. Trial-by-trial model-based analysis of EEG signals revealed that subjects' reward expectations incorporated this hierarchical structure; these structured neural signals were predictive of behavioral transfer and clustering. These results further our understanding of how humans learn and generalize flexibly by building abstract, behaviorally relevant representations of the complex, high-dimensional sensory environment.
Introduction
How do we take actions that maximize the potential to obtain desired outcomes? Reinforcement-learning (RL) models successfully account for many aspects of human learning behavior and neural activity, by defining a process mechanism that integrates reinforcement history for well-specified stimuli and actions (Frank & O'Reilly, 2006; Montague, Dayan, & Sejnowski, 1996) . However, in real life, stimuli are not so well defined: their features are nearly infinite, but only a small subset of them matter for determining how to act. While humans are adept at learning in complex novel situations, RL models in real world settings suffer from the curse of dimensionality. An approach to facilitate learning in complex environments would be to simplify the representation of the environment: for example, to recognize when different sensory states actually should be considered as equivalent, because interaction with them leads to similar outcomes. Doing so would afford generalization and transfer, obviating the need to learn for every single sensory state: given the same goal, any information gathered for one situation may also serve to inform other sensorily distinct, but behaviorally equivalent situations. This ''learning to learn" functionality requires building a state and action space that is abstracted away from pure sensory/motor components, but instead comprises functionally relevant states/actions over which RL operates. Computational models of this structure learning process predict that learners cluster together contexts that are indicative of the same latent task set, and further, that such clustering also allows them to construct best guesses of the appropriate set of behaviors in novel contexts (Collins & Frank, 2013) . Here, we investigate how the brain constructs, clusters and generalizes these types of structured rule abstractions in the course of learning.
As a real-world example, consider having a laptop with one operating system, and a desktop computer with another. Here, the current sensory context (laptop or desktop) cues a higherorder representation of an abstract context (Mac or Linux), which then determines the lower-order set of rules for behavior (specific actions to reach specific goals). The higher order context defines a rule-set that is ''latent" or not tied to a specific context: in this case the observable context is the computer used, but the rule-set is more abstract and can be generalized to other contexts when appropriate, allowing for rapid learning and transfer of new actions. Thus, you may learn that your work desktop is also associated with the ''Mac" rule-set. When you learn a new shortcut on that desktop, you can immediately assume that it will have the same effect on your laptop (but not on your home PC) even if you've never tried it before. Similarly, if you try a new computer and the shortcuts typically used on your PC produce desired http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2016.04.002 0010-0277/Ó 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
